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CHAPTE . 1
PRELIMINARY PROCEDURE
I. THE PROBLEM
In 1930, th© School Committee of Quincy adopted a
"Schedule of Salaries of Teachers of the Public Schools* This
schedule has continued to the present time with modifications as
the expression of Quincy* s salary policy for fifteen years* It
sets minimum and maximum salaries for the various positions in
teaching at the elementary school, the junior high school, and
the senior high school levels* Increments for professional im-
provement were granted of $100 for each of three years to teach-
ers who were within $100 of the maximum pay and had taken educa-
tional courses for college credit* Six points or one fifth of
a college year*s work were required for each increment. Thus a
teacher could earn $300 more than the maximum set for her posi-
tion.
In April 1933, when the effects of the depression were
severe, the School Committee felt it advisable to suspend any
further grant of salary for professional improvement* At that
time many teachers had college credits enough to advance $100,
$200 or $300 but were not yet within $100 of their maxima. They
had studied with the promise of more money only to be disap-
pointer by the suspension.

2Also, at that time, most of the new teachers who came in-
to the system were required to have four years preparation and a
bachelor* s degree to secure a position, ’Aith greater prepara-
tion they were able to reach a maximum which was $>300 less than
some received for the same work. So, the group affected by the
suspension of professional increments and the new teachers felt
that the salary policy was unfair. Dissatisfaction and a loss
of morale grew as the financial conditions of the city improved,
as its ability to pay increased, and the cost of living contin-
ued to rise.
On January 25, 1944, at the suggestion of a member, the
School Committee voted in favor of a survey of the salary situa-
tion in Quincy to iron out the discrepancies and restore the
ebbing morale of the teachers, A steering committee was chosen
composed of three members of the School Committee, three tea-
chers representing the elementary, junior high, and senior high
schools, and three citizens one from each of the following
organizations; the Quincy Taxpayers Association, the Cuincy
Parent-Teacher Council, and the Quincy Federation of Women * a
Clubs,
This committee studied the present salary policy in
Quincy, employed a salary expert as consultant, added the Super-
intendent of Schools to the committee, studied the salaries paid
with differentials for the administrative, supervisory, and

special services personnel, studied differentials for men and
women teachers, for the family load, for the fluctuations in the
cost of living, and the estimated cost of the new schedule, as
well as the city’s ability to meet the cost.
While some of the problems are peculiar to the city of
Quincy many are common to most of the cities in this State.
Therefore, the procedure, the data studied, and the conclusions
arrived at should be helpful to other communities that may have
salary difficulties.
II. TEACHER REPRESENTATIVES CONFER
Purpose of the meetings
.
The three teachers, who had
been selected to represent the Quincy Teachers Association on
the Salary Survey Committee, had time to meet before the entire
group met and organized. It was important that the teachers
should have a thorough knowledge of the conditions in the lo-
cality that might have a bearing on the results of the survey,
that they should study what the leading authorities had to say
about the trends and procedures in salary scheduling, and that
they should be in as close agreement as possible so that the
best interests of the teachers would be served.
Questionnaire
.
This group of teachers met frequently to
discuss the problems. A questionnaire was sent to each teacher
to get data on the extent of preparation, the length of ex-
(
4perience In Quincy and elsewhere, the Initial and present sa-
lary, a record of salary increases both automatic and earned,
and suggestions for the benefit of the teaching staff.. As the
returns came from about three quarters of the membership, the
data was inadequate. It was necessary to use the records in the
school superintendent's office to get a complete picture. But,
the teachers made enough suggestions to show what they wanted
and why they were dissatisfied. A selected list of the most
frequently mentioned follows:
A definite schedule should be printed.
The same pay for the same preparation.
Salaries should not be determined by grade level.
Equal pay for men and women.
Salaries in keeping with those of neighboring cities.
A living wage for c married nan.
Higher pay than other city employees.
'bcperience and ability should be recognised.
Wipe out the discrepancies.
There has been too much individual consideration.
Salary increases were decided or oersonal whims*
The awards of superior rating were unfair.
No pay was given for added duties.
No recognition was given for a degree.
Degrees do not make a teacher.
The replies indicated a wide variance of opinions on some
phases of salary scheduling. It would be impossible to please
everyone. There was considerable discontent with the present
set-up.
Sources of Information * The Research Division of the
National Education Association has published a long list of ar-
ticles covering the various phases of salary scheduling. Re-
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5ports are made on returns from surveys throughout the country,
and statistics covering a large number of items relative to
school finances, teachers, and taxation are compiled for those
who might care to use them. Six bulletins, in a series, enti-
tled, ;t Procedures in School Salary Scheduling " are very val-
uable, They present the factors that should be considered in a
survey, point out what other communities have done. Indicate the
trends in drafting a schedule, and suggests possible procedures.
The data presented is drawn from all parts of our nation, and is
helpful In getting a broad viewpoint. The Massachusetts Teach-
ers Federation has gathered some very valuable information,
through its Director of Research, Herbert Blair, ^h. D., which
is very helpful In drawing up comparative statistics on many
pertinent factors. As^this information relates to cities and
towns in this State it is most effective in any Massachusetts
locality. The assessed valuation per capita, the average pupil
membership in each city, the tax rate, the amount spent on sal-
aries, the teacher load, and the cost per pupil, are some of
the statistics that any city or town should study before launch-
ing upon a campaign for Increased salaries.
Why adopt a salary schedule ? The main purpose for draft-
ing any school salary scheduling should be the improvement of
the education of the children In school. The salary schedule is
indicative of the School Committee's policy. A fundamental cri-
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6terion of this policy is its value in promoting the education of
the youth of the city. Salary scheduling is not a political
move, and it is not some arrangement to please the teachers. It
should b8 drafted in keeping with the principles of a sound
philosophy of education. Then it will promote contentment among
the teachers, professional improvement, improved morale, better
classroom teaching, and a strong school system.
A large number of teachers have left the classrooms to
enter the army or navy, or to enter some other line of work
where the salaries are higher. Thus, a shortage of experienced
teachers has been created, and for the same reason, the number
of persons who are preparing to enter the teaching profession is
inadequate. It is important, therefore, that steps be taken at
once to correct the situation. This can be done through raising
salaries to make them attractive enough to Induce teachers to
remain in the classroom and to interest more college students in
entering the educational field.
Prepa rational schedule . The services rendered by a
teacher in the elementary school are fully as important to the
community as those given by the teacher of pupils in a secondary
school. Each child attending the public school is entitled to
the 3ame educational opportunities, and, one pupil, no matter
what his grade level may be, is Just as valuable to the com-
munity as any other. Teachers in the elementary school should
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7receive the same salary as secondary school instructors when the
m
preparation and experience are the same. A preparational sched-
ule recognizes the professional status of all teachers and en-
courages teachers to improve through continued professional
training.
If teaching at the various levels is of equal value and
if higher qualifications produce better teaching the require-
ments for elementary teachers should equal those for high school
Instructors. Evidence can be produced to show that in cities
with the preparational type of schedule there Is greater im-
provement professionally than in cities where salaries are
classified according to position.
The attitude of the administrators and teachers deter-
mines the success of the preparational schedule. Efforts should
be made to evaluate the courses to be taken qualitatively rather
than quantitatively.
Equal pa;/ for men and women . This principle has been a
difficult one to establish. T omen teachers. In general, are as
capable as men in classroom management and teaching. There Is
no justifiable reason for discriminating against the woman
teacher. While the law of supply and demand may enter the argu-
ment, it can be shown that during a period when the prepara-
tional type of schedule increased, the proportion of men teach-
ers did not decrease, but instead, moved up from 14.1 per cent
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8to 21.1 per cent.
The case of e married man with dependents has influenced
boards of education to make a differential in favor of the men.
But, it can be shown that women teachers are carrying a depend-
ency load, too. Unless they are considered entitled to the
same differential as the head of a family there can be a charge
of sex discrimination.
The education of the child is not increased because of
the amount of dependency carried by a teacher. The single man,
or the woman teacher, teaches as effectively as the married man
or the woman teacher who has a dependency load. From the stand-
point of the classroom instruction for the pupil there is no
justification for a difference in salary based on the amount of
dependency carried.
The cos t of llvln The three teachers agreed that their
decision on a differential covering the changes in the cost of
living should be deferred until they secured accurate estimates
on the additional cost of the new schedule to be proposed, and
on the additional expenditure that the cost of living variable
might entail.

CHAPTER II
THE SALARY COMMITTEE
I. FORMATION OF THE COMA ITTEE
The salary survey proposal . On January 25, 1944, on a
motion made by a member, the School Committee went on record as
favoring a survey of the salary situation in the schools, and
appointed a sub-committee of three of its members to draw up a
plan to be presented at the next regular meeting.
The report of the sub-committee
.
The sub-committee made
its recommendations to the School Committee on February 29,
1944, It proposed the formation of a steering committee made up
of three members from the School Committee, three from the
Quincy Teachers Association, and three from the public. The
teachers were to be selected as follows: one from the elemen-
tary, one from the junior high, and one from the senior high
schools. The public were to be represented by one person chosen
from each of the following: the Quincy Taxpayers Association,
the Quincy Parent-Teacher Council, and the Quincy Federation of
Yemen's Clubs. These nine members of the steering com ittee
were authorized to add to the personnel if it were deemed neces-
sary or advisable.
IX. PERSONNEL OF THE COMMITTEE
The selection of the survey eorrmittee , All three members
i<
10
of the school board were Interested in improving the educational
system, in raising the morale of the teachers, and in keeping
within the financial ability of the city. The teacher repre-
senting the high schools was the head of the social science de-
partment. He lived out of town, had twenty-four years exper-
ience in the classroom, was the head of a family, and held a
master’s degree. The junior high school choice was a teacher of
English. She had eleven years experience, roomed in Quincy dur-
ing the school year, and had a bachelor’s degree. The elemen-
tary school representative was a principal with thirty-seven
years experience. He was a resident and taxpayer, owning a
house in Quincy. He had a bachelor’s degree and had filled an
administrative and supervisory position in this city for nine-
teen years. The Quincy Taxpayers selected its president to be
their representative. The Parent-Teacher Council, an organiza-
tion made up of delegates from all the local parent teachers
associations, chose its president, also. The Quincy Federation
of Women’s Clubs sent one of its most prominent and active mem-
bers. She had been a school teacher, and had three children vho
were educated in the local schools.
III. THE COMMITTEE PREPARES TO ACT
The $300 bonus . At the time when the committee was cho-
sen, the teachers and all other city employees were receiving a
(
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five dollar a week bonus In addition to the regular pay, Tien
agitation for a ten dollar a week bonus developed, the five
dollar a week, or $260 a year bonus, given to offset the in-
creased cost of living, was increased forty dollars to $300 a
year, with the understanding that this amount was given to all
city employees as a permanent increase in salary. It was neces-
sary that the School Committee vote that the $300 be made a per-
manent fixture to make it apply legally to the salaries of the
teachers. On a recommendation of the steering committee the
School Conrittee voted in favor of making the bonus e $300 per-
manent raise for all employees in its department.
Additions to the salary survey committee . The 'embers of|
the steering committee voted unanimously to invite the new
superintendent to become a member of the group. His previous
experience in salary scheduling, and his cooperation were inval-
uable additions. It was also voted to ask the School Committee
to engage the services of an expert. The School Committee voted
in favor of this idea, and the expert, together with his assis-
tant, increased the membership of the group to twelve.
features of the committee . The Research Division of the
National Education Association has offered many suggestions rel-
ative to the personnel, the size, and the chairman of the sur-
vey committee. Quincy followed the best procedure by selecting
school board members, teachers, and public representatives for
((
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the survey* It was a democratic procedure that promised intel-
ligent deliberations from a variety of sources* The School Com-
mittee is responsible to the citizens who pay the salaries which
the teachers receive* The Research Division recommended that
the survey committee should include experienced teachers and
young teachers, classroom instructors and supervisors, local re-
sidents and outsiders, and married and single persons. The se-
lection in Quincy complied with all these recommendations except
young teachers. Although it is advantageous to have all groups
represented, the Trade School, the clerical help, and the custo-
dial department were not included in the steering committee*
The chairman selected to preside at the discussions
measured up to the ideals set forth in the Research Division
recommendations. He was a member of the School Committee, and
it was he who proposed the investigation* He came to the meet-
ings well prepared, open-minded, and impartial. He was well-
informed, quick-witted, decisive, and good-natured* He re-
strained the over- talkative members, drew out the quiet ones,
and never forced his opinions on the group.
The size of the committee
. Reports from survey eowfilt-
tees throughout the nation showed that the number of members
chosen to draw up a new school salary schedule varied from three
members to nineteen. The most frequently mentioned were nine or
ten persons. Quincy had twelve, including the superintendent.
((
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the consultant, and his assistant* It was recommended that es
large a group as possible be chosen to get a wide representa-
tion, but a large committee makes slower progress, and has more
difficulty in obtaining a consensus of opinion. Usually teach-
ers have been in the majority on such committees and most of the
members were women. In the Quincy investigation only two of’ the
members were women.
The spirit of cooperation, so necessary for success, was
evident, "hen the School Committee balks at a salary raise, or
when the superintendent is not Interested, the teachers ~iust do
everything within their power to develop a cooperative attitude.
This cannot be brought about by assuming a martyr complex. The
teachers selected to serve should have the courage of their con-
victions.
Attitude towards publicity * The public was informed,
through the press, of meetings that vvere held by the survey com-
mittee, and of the progress that was made. However, no specific
recommendations or data were given out until the School Commit-
tee had been informed. The consultant met the teachers at a
mass meeting to explain the trends of salary scheduling, the
types of schedules, the principles upon which the basic sched-
ules would be built, and the need for differentials for sex;
dependency or family load; administrator, supervisors, and
special services; and the cost of living.
'-
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At a meeting of the delegates of the Quincy Teachers
Association the basic schedule was explained in detail so that
each delegate could, in turn, present the operation of the
schedule to the teachers in the school which she represented#
Later a mass meeting was called so that the teachers could ask
their three representatives, on the steering committee, ques-
tions on the points that seemed obscure or unfair. One item
seemed to be unjust to teachers receiving the maximum on the two
and three year level of preparation# Advance was offered to
them only after a long period of professional study# Some were
so near the retiring age that there was scarcely time enough to
enable the i to reach the four year column#
A ballot was taken, and only twenty-six teachers were
opposed to the proposed basic schedule# Twenty- two of these in-
dicated a willingness to change their votes, if some change 7/ere
made to benefit those teachers who had two or three years of
preparation.
The Taxpayers Association issued a bulletin favoring the
9
schedule In its general make-up, but its estimate of an increase
in the salaries for teachers of $168,000 annually within four
and a half years was considered prohibitive. This estim te, it
will be shown in the chapter on costs, was not accurate# The
association al30 issued a bulletin showing that the cost per
pupil had increased from $71#39 to &113.74, making a gain of
^42# 35 from 1927 to 1943. A small part of the increase was due.

15
It said, to additional facilities and a slight increase in
school population. Meanwhile, the cost of living, it added, had
increased less than three and one-half per cent.
During this pe riod the Junior high school system was es-
tablished at an added cost, and Quincy, ranking high in ability
to pay, stood twenty-ninth in the cost per pupil among the
thirty-nine cities in Massachusetts.
The local newspaper officials have been fair nrc coopera-
tive, The report of the salary survey was printed in full,
front page headline, "Quincy Spends Less on Education than Any
Other Bay State City", and an editorial, "Don't Be ^roud of It",
were helpful. It was suggested by the editor that if the city
councillors and the members of the School Committee were deter-
mined to have a first class school system they should secure
first class teachers and a first class program for the schools.
In this way the problem of wages would take care of itself.
IV. FORMULATING A SCHEDULE
Essentials of a good salary schedule . The salary sched-
ule is extremely important because it concerns the largest ex-
penditure in the School Committee's budget, and it is an ex-
pression of the educational policy of the community, it states
what will be paid for teaching and on what basis. Therefore, it
should be simple, clear, and definite in form. Care should be
exercised to secure a schedule that is suited to the needs of
,.
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the locality and within its ability to pay. It should be fair
and equitable. The fundamental criterion of an effective
schedule is its value in improving the educational growth of the
school children. A liberal policy will build a powerful school
system. Of **irst importance is the basic schedule for all
classroom teachers, upon which can be built differentials for
administrative, supervisory, and special service officials, for
sex, for family load, and for the cost of living.
Merit ratings in s al a ry scheduling . It may seem sensible!
to pay teachers according to their efficiency In the classroom.
If this could be done accurately and fairly, it would be ideal.
In practice, however, it Is so subjective, that vigorous pro-
tests have been made by teachers over the seemingly unfair judg-
ments of supervisors and administrators. Ho one can tell what
the total contribution of a teacher is in the full development
of a child. Even in a school subject, where one might expect
that a reasonable measure of a teacher’s effectiveness could be
ascertained, home efforts and other influences enter into the
results. ;£erit rating breeds discontent and unhappiness among
the teachers who are fully aware of its unreliability, hating
stimulates a spirit of competition among teachers when coopera-
tion is essential. \Vhenever one teacher is rated above another
charges of favoritism are noised about.
Experience in salary schedules . Practically every

17
schedule provides increases in salaries for experience. These
increases take place in the form of annual increments as a
teacher steps along from the minimum to the maximum salary for
teachers of her classification. However, experience alone is
not a safe criterion on which to base an opinion of a teacher’s
value. Some teachers grow from year to year while others go
along repeating the work of the previous year without any im-
provement.
V. THE COM:. ITTEE f AVORS A PREPARATIONAL SCHEDULE
Preparation as £ criterion . More and more the positional
type of salary schedule, in which teachers are paid according to
the level at which they are teaching, is being replaced by the
prepa rational schedule in which teachers are classified accord-
ing to the amount of preparation they have had. The National
Education Association has gone on record in favor of this type
of salary schedule. The Committee agreed vith the teachers that
teaching one grade or subject was just as important a. service to
a community as teaching some other grade or subject, and that
one child was as Important as another regardless of his grade.
A preparation schedule tends to improve pre-service and in-
service training. It is important to retain superior teachers
in the elementary grades. The preparational schedule helps to
digrlfy each grade through retaining specialists. That is, a
teacher does not need to advance to secondary school teaching
for greater financial reward. Degrees do not necessarily pro-
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duce efficient teachers as there are persons without degrees who
teach effectively. But any teacher, who lakes use of all that
has been learned in recent years about children and learning,
will undoubtedly be an improved instructor and her classroom
work will be more valuable. Thus, it is agreed that prep ration
i 3 a better criterion for judging teachers than merit or ex-
perience,
VI. MEASURES FOR DRAFTING A SCHEDULE
Classification of the teaching staff . In a preparations!
schedule the teachers are classified according to the number of
years of preparation. A year of preparation ordinarily equals
thirty college credits. The first groun will contain teachers
who had two years training or less. Other teachers will be
placed in three, four, five, and six year groups. / teacher
with two years training has earned sixty college credits; with
three years preparation, ninety credits; and with a bachelor’s,
one hundred twenty credits. Thirty more credits places a person
in the five year column, and an additional thirty credits i3 re-
quired to enter the highest paid crouo.
Mininun pay . The State set #1200 as the minimum pay for
school teachers throughout Massachusetts. In Quincy, all teach-
ers received a $300 increase In pay. Hence, the minimum salary
stands at ^1500. beginning with this amount, as a minimum
W-
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salary, the schedule was built so that a teacher, through pro-
fessional improvement and experience, could eventually reach the
maximum for six year preparation of 43400,
Increments , The usual procedure of granting automatic
increases of $100 annually was approved. A teacher advanced
from the minumum salary in the classification where her prepara-
tion placed her by steps to the maximum pay. Increments of .*100
were decided upon for a teacher when her professional training
moved her from one preparational classification to the next.
The accreditment board . An accreditment board should be
selected to control the operation of the preparational schedule.
It should be made up of carefully selected persons in the school
department representing the School Committee, the teachers at
all levels of teaching and preparation, the administration, the
custodians, the Trade School, and the clerical forces. It would
be the duty of this group to pass on the training and prepara-
tion of everyone, to place them at the correct step and in the
proper classification, to approve courses selected by the tea-
chers, and in general to control the situation satisfactorily.
Each member of the school department should b9 represented and
any irregularity should be brought before the board. This group
can do much to advance professional growth, if it encourages
qualitative rather than quantitative improvement.
.
CHAPTER III
THE SALARY COMMITTEE AT vVORK
I. THE SALARY STATUS IH QUINCY
Adoption of a schedule * In February, 1930, the School
Committee adopted a "Schedule of Salaries of Teachers of the
Public Schools” effective in September of that year. This
schedule has continued through depression and prosperity for
almost fifteen years with few changes. To avoid a cut in salary
the teachers donated two weeks pay in 1952, and in the following
year they contributed ten per cent*
Unsuccessful efforts to raise salaries * At various
times, salary committees of the tuincy Teachers Association have
made efforts to raise the salaries* These efforts have been un-
successful largely because the superintendent was n
pathy with the moves* They had opposition from the Bureau of
Municipal Research, a taxpayers association. On one occasion,
this group objected on the grounds that the cost of education
had increased 149.6 per cent from 1920 to 1951* 'o 1 s
made of the change from sn eight grade elementary school grid
four year high school plan to the present junior high school
t
system which was bound to add to the coat of education, and they
did not mention the four departments in the city government that
had greater increases during the same period of years.
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A positional schedule * The present salary policy may be
said to be "positional", that is, a teacher is paid according to
the level at which she teaches. If she is an elementary school
teacher she gQts loss than a junior high school instructor, who,
in turn, is paid less than a senior high school teacher. There
was little recognition of experience and scarcely any of prepa-
ration.
Increases in salaries , A City Employees Association was
formed and through its efforts the City Council saw fit to give
each employee in the city a bonus of two dollars a week, or $104
a year. This grant was made in recognition of the rise in the
i
cost of living. It was raised to five dollars a week in 1944,
and in July of that year, the bonus was changed to a $300 per-
manent increase.
Elementary level . As the salary schedule was drawn np,
teachers with two years preparation in Normal Schools received a
minimum salary of $1000, for teachers with three years prepara-
tion the minimum was $1100, and a four year college graduate,
with a bachelor's degree, started at $1200, Here was recogni-
tion of preparation as a factor. All three groups of teachers
could advance to $2000 as a maximum through annual automatic in-
creases of $100 each. This maximum includes the $300 raise
given by the City Council, By professional improvement through
approved college courses, teachers could advance by means of
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three $100 increments to ;>2300. These increments fore credited
to teachers for each 3ix points of college credit or ninety
hours work* Thus, for eighteen credits a teacher received $300,
added to her income at the rate of $100 for each of three years*
Junior high school level * In the junior high schools
women started at $1500. They advanced $100 each year until they
reached $2000. The next increment was v50 ana then v 100 steps
followed until the maximum of $2450 was attained* L:on teachers
started at £1500 and advanced 'ey steps of $100 each so *3800.
Both of these maxima include the $300 permanent increase and the
$300 for professional improvement.
Senior high school level . In the senior high schools
women and men began at $1700, and advanced through annual auto-
matic increases to $2600 as a maximum for women and $3000 for
men.
Differentials
. In the elementary schools the assistant
principal received $200 additional. 7-omen teachers in senior
high schools, who were hes.d3 of departments, could earn $2900.
Assistant principals in the senior high schools, {there
were none in the junior high schools), principals, and staff
officers were paid "at the discretion of the School Committee"
•
Preparation recognized . Junior high school teachers vho
h8d the qualifications required of senior high school teachers
.*
.
.
.
.
*
.
.
.
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were generally placed on the senior high school scale.
Merit rating . The last automatic increase was not ob-
tained by a teacher unless her general rating was "very good”
with sixty per cent of the items on her rating card marked
"superior”
,
II. IMPORTANT REACTIONS
Suspension of increments . In April, 1933, the School
Committee deemed it advisable to suspend the granting of further
increments for professional improvement. Any increments given
in the past were not affected, that is, a teacher, whose salary
was #2000 after receiving three increments, continued to receive
the same salary.
Teachers could take approved courses whenever they saw
fit, but they did not receive the advances in salary until their
salaries were within $100 of the maximum. If a teacher started
at $1200 and Immediately began to take courses she would advance
to $1600 (later the #300 city-wide raise made this $1900). At
this point she would advance to $1700, #1800, and #1900 each
year through professional growth, and then probably get her
superior rating to reach #2000.
Dissatisfaction
.
Vkhen the suspension took place, there
were teachers who had studied faithfully with the promise of a
reward for their efforts, who were cut off unceremoniously.
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Some teachers had received one increment, some two, although
they had fulfilled the requirements for three* Other, who hod
earned six, twelve, or eighteen credits, hut had not reached the
step at which increments were paid, were shut out, too* These
teachers became dissatisfied. They did the sane work, had the
same preparation as the older teachers, hut received less money.
Kore disconcerting was the granting of superior ratings
to teachers by the superintendent without consulting the princi-
pal, The superiority did not seer sufficiently apparent to the
teachers, *'nd rating had been discontinued.
Furthermore, since 1934, teachers elected to teach in
Quincy were graduates of a four year course in college with a
bachelor’s degree. Many reached the maximum creating a situs*
tioh where they received &30C less than other teachers who had
far less preparation, and were doing the same work.
The improved condition of the city's financial ability to
meet its obligations without raising the salary standards, and
the rising cost of living sdded to the distress of these teach-
ers. Other occupations were paying greater wages, and the un-
rest brought the morale of the teaching staff to a dangerously
low point.
.-
.
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TABLE I
PRESENT SALARY SCHEDULE
QUINCY, 1945
Educational Level
Steps
Elementary
Junior High
Women Men
Senior High
Women Men
1 11,500 i 1,500 $1,500* $1,700 1,700*
2 1,600 1,600 1,600 1,800 1,800
5 1,700 1,700 1,700 1,900 1,900
4 1,800 1,800 1,800 2,000 2,000
5 1,900 1,900 1,900 2,100 2,100
6 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,200 2,200
7 2,100 2,050 2,100 2,300 2,300
8 2,200 2,150 2,200 2,400 2,400
9 2,300 2,250 2,300 2,500 2,500
10 2,350 2,400 2,600 2,600
11 2,450 2,500 2,700
12 2,600 2,800
13 2,700 2,900
14 2,800 3,000
* This minimum is not in the salary schedule but is customarily
used*
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III. ANALYSIS OF THE QUINCY TEACHING STAFF
Correlation , As this schedule Is drafted, it is posi-
tional in type, teachers in the high schools are paid nore than
those in the junior high schools; who in turn, are paid more
than those j/ho teach in the elementary schools. Professional
preparation for teaching has very little recognition as a basis
for determining the salary of teachers, although requirements
for entrance into the teaching service does recognize it to some
extent. Tables II and III have been prepared to show the
correlation of preparation and salary of the classroom teachers.
In both tables, the teachers are recorded on the same line as
the salary they receive, in the column that indicates their
preparational status. The salaries are reported by intervals of
#100 in the vertical column, while the amount of professional
training, in terms of years of study beyond high school Is shown
horizontally. Totals are given for each salary class and each
year of preparation. There are 150 elementary classroom teach-
ers in all. Table II shows that fifty-five teachers, or 36,67
per cent, hold degrees, whereas, 108 teachers, or 72 per cent,
receive salaries of *>2000 or over. Of the fifty-five teachers
with the most preparation, thirty-eight, or 69 per cent, are
receiving less than #2000, Thus, the best prepared elementary
school teachers receive the lowest salaries. A statist! ^ 2
measure for this correlation is found in the Pearson Product-
..
,
.
.
.
*
»
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Foment Coefficient of Correlation, and is computed for Table II
ea -.64 (minus sixty-four).*
A similar condition in the secondary school does not
hold, probably because teachers in junior and senior high schools
were required to have completed a four year college or normal
school course. However, Table III shows that teachers with less
than four years preparation are on the higher salary levels.
There is no tendency to pay for preparation beyond the minimum
required for entrance. Only thirty-six of the 173 secondary
school teachers hold a master’s degree. This is le33 than 21
per cent of the group. In fact, the only recognition of prepa-
ration is the stipulation that junior high school teachers who
have the same preparation as senior high school teachers should
receive the same salary.
Personnel
.
There were 504 employees in the school de-
partment of Quincy in the school year 1944-45. These are
grouped for convenience as follows:
Group 8 Number
Administrative & Supervisory 22"
Classroom teachers 376
Special Services 12
Clerical 12
Custodial 47
Substitutes 24
Evening & Adult Alien Education 8
Coaches (not included employed above) 5
Total 504
1 Alfred I. Simpson, Consultant, School Salary Policy in
Lincy (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard Graduate School of
iuc8tion, 1945), p. 30. (Mimeographed)
,
«
.
.
.
•
.
.
.
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TABLE II
CORRELATION OF PREPARATION AND SALARY, ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
TEACHERS, EXCLUDING ASSISTANT PRINCIPALS AND SPECIAL
CLASS TEACHERS, QUINCY, 1944*
Preparation
Salary Less than 2 3 4 years Bachelor's
2 years years years no degree degree Totals
2300-2399 2 18 2 .1 23
2200-2299 1 5 2 1 9
2100-2199 2 14 4 20
2000-2099 1 26 13 1 15 56
1900-1999 3 1 19 23
1800-1899 3 o
1700-1799 10 10
1600-1699 5 5
JO-1599 1 1
Totals 6 66 21 2 55 150
* Table derived from an analysis of the personnel records,
September, 1944,
I
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TABLE III
CORRELATION OF PREPARATION AND SALARY, SECONDARY SCHOOL
TEACHERS, QUINCY, SEPTEMBER
,
1944*
Preparation
Salary 2 years
or less
3 4
years no
years
degree
Bachelor’s
degree
Master’
s
degree Totals
3000-3099 1 1 2
2900-2999 1 1 1 3
2800-2399 1 1 1 3 1 7
2700-2799 2 2 3 7
2600-2699 2 2 1 8 7 20
2500-2599 1 7 6 14
2400-2499 11 3 2 13 4 33
2300-2399 6 1 3 11 5 26
2200-2299 2 2 1 18 5 28
2100-2199 3 2 1 5 ii
2000-2099 3 3 2 8
1900-1999 3 3
:
1800-1899 1 1 2
1700-1799 4 4
1600-1699 3 3
1500-1599 2 2
Totals 29 14 9 85 36 173
* Table derived from an analysis of the personnel records,
September, 1944, Department heads, vice principals, and coaches
are excluded*
i
..
-
-
-
-
-
-
_
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-
*
*
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Average salaries . The average salaries of teachers at
different levels at present show the extent of the salary dif-
ferences. In the figures given below the junior high and senior
high school teachers are grouped as secondary school teachers
hecause some of the teachers in senior high school also teach in
the junior high school.
Level of Education Number Average Salary
Elementary 150 $2,017
Secondary 173 2,346
Trade School 13 3,023
Effects of suspension of Increments . The effects of the
suspension of increments for professional improvement can be
seen in the data given below.
Per Cent Holding Average
Bachelor's Master'
3
Teaching
Elementary Teachers Number Degree Degree Experience
One or more increments 52 3.8 0.0 28.1
Ho Increments 98 54.1 0.0 12.0
Secondary Teachers
One or more increments 75 37.4 25.3 26.3
No increments 98 58.2 17.3 15.2
Teachers in the elementary schools, who heve received
increments, show a much lower level of preparation than those
who did not receive an Increment. Teachers with longer ex-
perience receive the higher salaries. Thus, the schedule has
not stirauleted professional Improvement. In the case of the
secondary schools, a larger percentage of the teachers, idio have
increments, have earned master's degrees.
,'
•
.
.
.
.
*
.
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In the present arrangement salaries are determined by ths
sex of the teacher and the educational level at which the teach-
ing is done. These two factors place a teacher in one of the
five classifications and the actual salary paid is determined
largely by experience. Tables IV and V show the correlation of
selary levels and exoerience. These apply to the regular teach-
ers only. The administration and supervisory members of the
department are omitted.
In Table IV, the correlation of salary and experience in
the elementary schools is definite and positive
-f- .36 (plus
eighty-six). Seventy-two per cent of the teachers receive
salaries of $2000 or over, of whom sixty-one per cent have had
over fifteen years of exoerience. In Table V, the distribution
shows that ninety-two per cent are receiving salaries of V2Q00
or over, while sixty-eight per cent have had more than fifteen
years of experience. It is evident from these tables that ex-
perience is a large factor in determining the salary levels.
f
IV. COMPARATIVE FINANCIAL CONDITIONS AND SALARY LEVELS
IN QUINCY AND OTHER COMMUNITIES
Choosing cities for comparison
. It was advisable to com-
pare Quincy with other cities. A choice of communities had to
be made for this ourpose. It was a difficult problem. Objec-
tions were raised when wealthier places were mentioned, and when
poorer ones were suggested. Political control of the government
••
1
•
'
•
*
.
.
.
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„
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,
.
.
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was charged against some choices that seemed to compare closely
with Quincy in geographical position, population, and educa-
tional system. Cities that were partly residential and partly
industrial as is Quincy brought some protest against their
acceptance for comparative purposes. The Research Division of
the National Education Association suggested that a limited num-
ber of similar places be chosen, eleven seemed advisable with
five cities of greater population, and five with a smaller popu-
lation.
The Salary Survey Committee found that lists which inclu-
ded all thirty-nine cities in Quincy were the most effective.
By the use of graphs, instead of an accumulation of figures,
comparisons were readily discernible and conclusions were force-
fully set up. Besides, all the cities had the same tax regula-
tions.
The city of Quincy
.
Quincy is a residential and Indus-
trial type of city. It is situated just south of Boston. With
a population of 75,810 it ranks eleventh among the cities in
Massachusetts. Quarrying of granite was the chief industry, but
manufacturing has greatly increased in recent years. There are
shipyards, paint and rubber goods factories, brass and iron
works, and factories producing automatic weighing and packing
machines, tubular rivets, foundry and electrical goods, and
gears
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Assessed valuation . An assessed valuation of
$130,925,875 places Quincy seventh among the cities of the
State, Six cities have a larger assessed valuation and thirty-
two have less. Although this figure is not an ideal measure of
Quincy’s ability to pay, it is generally considered as one of
the best. Newton is the only city in the State with les3 popu-
lation and greater assessed valuation than Quincy.
Value per capita . When the assessed valuation is divided
by the number of inhabitants, Quincy is found to rank third in
assessed valuation per capita among the thirty-nine cities in
the State. Many students use this figure as a basis for judging
the ability of a city to pay. The value per capita of Quincy is
$1,727. The median for all the cities is $1,153.
Average dally attendance . In this respect the city of
Quincy ranks ninth in Massachusetts. The enrolment of 11,558
pupils in the public schools showed an actual attendance of
10,019. This figure is important in its use with other data.
Teach er load . Only two cities, Northampton with 29.3
pupils per teacher, and Fitchburg with 28.6 pupils, surpassed
Quincy’s record in 1944 of 28.5. One sure way to keep the
school bills down is to increase the number of pupils per teach-
er. Lawrence had the lowest teacher load, 19.1, and the median
was for the State 25.3.
€4
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Salaries for Instruction * During the school year ending
on June 30, 1944, Quincy spent ^906,425 on salaries. There were
eleven cities that paid more. *ive cities. Fall River, New
Bedford, Somerville, Lowell and Lawrence with a smaller assessed
valuation paid more for salaries for instruction*
Total support for education . Here again Quince’s status
is not favorable. Seventh in valuation, but eleventh in total
support, the record is not one to be proud of. The total of
$1,230,362 was spent for education.
Tax rate . In 1943 Quincy had a tax rate of $30, while
thirty-three cities had higher tax rates, and five cities were
lower in this respect* A low tax rate and a high assessed val-
uation is an indication of strength. The tax rate for 1944 was
also *30, and the comparison made in 1944 probably held true in
1943, too.
Per cent school tax is of total tax
.
Quincy spends a
very low per cent of her total tax on her schools. This is seen
in the fact that her 26. C per cent is the thirty- third in rank
in the State. Only six cities pay a smaller per cent.
Tax for schools per $1000 assessed valuation . By multi-
plying the tax rate by the per cent that the school tax is of
the total tax we have a figure of ^7»98. This is the lowest
amount of taxation paid by any city in Massachusetts for schools
- - *
__
.: '
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In Table Vi the cities of the State arc? listed in the first
column and the rank of each aopear in the second column. Here
it may be noted that Quincy stood thirty- seventh in 1942 paying
twenty-three cents more than the last city* In the tnird column
of figures under 1943, Quincy ranks last paying ninety-three
cents less than any other city in the State* Looking over the
increases and decreases Indicated In the table, it can be seen
that thirty-one cities had increases and eight had decreases.
The trend vras definitely towards the higher brackets, and yet
Quincy cut her expenditures sixty-eight cents. One city,
Attleboro, chopped off more, seventy cents, but even then her
payment was $2*33 greater, or 29*2 per cent larger, than
Quincy * s payment
.
Cost per pupil in average membership . Complaints have
been mad© about the great Increases in the cost per pupil over
the last eighteen years. Yet Quincy’s *>111*62 per pupil places
her in the twenty-ninth place with only ten cities paying a
smaller amount. The median for the thirty-nine cities in Mass-
achusetts is $123*86*
From the foregoing data Quincy is among the leading
cities in the ability to pay as is shown in the assessed valua-
tion and the value per capita. But in the tax for schools per
&10G0 valuation her willingness to pay is very low. The amount
for salaries for instruction is not in keeping with other
cities.
((
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Five eo^. 'unities <sith I033 assessed valuation actually pay out
none for instruction, and the teacher load is one of the
heaviest in the State.
Graphs bringing out the facts on the above data show
clearly where Quincy stands.
Kany correlations have been worked out from the 3 ix
graphs that follow. Use wa3 made of Spearman’s formula for the
coefficient of correlation calculated from the rank order, v^ny
of these correlations were negative. .hen Figure 1, allowing the
rank order of the cities in Massachusetts arranged according to
assessed valuation per capita, is compared with Figure 5, show*
ing the order of the cities according to the money paid for
schools par *1000 assessed valuation, the correlation ,va 3 found
to be *-78 (minus asventy-ei r*ht }
.
fi
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T.JBLE VI
-ities
TAX FOR SCHOOLS P2R $1000 A3SE SSED VALUATION *
Rank Expenditures for Increase Decrease
School Support from
Local Taxation
1942
Severe 1 $15*74
Peabody 2 15*04
Ghelsea 3 13.40
Taunton 4 13*35
Ghicopee 5 12.90
Vestfield 6 12.65
./oburn 7 12,53
Somerville 8 12.17
Lawrence 9 12.11
Bedford 10 11,90
Pall River 11 11,76
Worcester 12 11,58
Tew Bedford 13 11.52
forth Adams 14 11,33
Tewburyport 15 11,27
Pittsfield 16 11.24
Aarlborou h 17 11.06
Leominster 18 11.03
Attleboro 19 11.01
iValtham 20 10...4
Beverly 21 10.44
ySalden 22 10.33
laverhi 1 23 10.28
Brockton 24 10.14
Lowell 25 10.13
Tortharapton 26 9.98
Fitchburg 27 9.87
Cambridge 28 9.74
Melrose 29 9.63
Springfield 30 9.54
Gverett 31 9.50
-.ynn 32 9.50
Boston 33 9.43
Gloucester 34 9.06
Gardner 35 9.05
1943
$16.30 $ .56 $
15.73 .69
15.04 1.64
15*15 1.80
12.88 .02
. 1.18
13.24 .71
12.78 .61
11.51 .60
11.22 .02
13.83 2.07
11.88 .30
13.52 2.00
-2.34 1.01
11.99 .72
10,87 .37
11.41 .35
12.18 2.15
10.31 .70
10.05 .49
10.73 .29
11.09 .76
10.55 .27
11.10 .96
11.72 1.59
11.59 1.61
10.13 .26
9.61 .07
9.42 .19
10.98 1.44
9.55 .05
9 .70 .20
9.87 .44
9.54 ,48
9.68 .63
» • .
* • .
.
• -
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T.-vBLE VI (continued)
TAX i
'
jR SCHOOLS PER $1000 ASSESSED VALUATION
Cities Rank Expenditures for Increase Decrease
School Support from
Local Taxation 6
1942 1943
Holyoke 36 $ 8.84 $ 9.97 $ 1.13
Quincy 37 8.66 7.98 $ .68
Salem 38 8. 04 9.46 .82
Newton 39 8.43 8.91 .48
1942 - Quincy 37th, 23 cents more than the lust city
1943 - ; ncy in last place 93 cents less than the 38th city
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CHAPTER IV
THE PROPOSED SCHEDULE
I. THE FORM OF THE SCHEDULE
The fundamental criterion of a good salary policy is its
effectiveness in improving the education of school children*
Therefore, the salary schedule has been planned to secure the
best teachers, to retain competent teachers, and to encourage
professional growth.
Tho basic schedule . The basic schedule includes the
salaries of all the classroom teachers, and it is the most im-
portant part in salary scheduling. The new basic schedule Is
preparationel rather than positional in type. In this respect
It differs from the present schedule. The salary to be paid is
determined by the level of preparation rather than by the level
on which the teaching takes place. Experience is recognized,
as the teacher advances, through annual increases of fclGO to the
maximum salary for her preparation.
There are ''steps'' at the left, in Table VII, numbered
from one to seventeen. These must not be confused with years of
experience, but ordinarily each step down the column, indicates
one year of additional experience. There are five preparatlonal
level columns for teachers who have had from taro to six years of
study beyond the high school level. The two years or less, and
rc
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the three years preparation columns, apply to normal school
graduates. As the normal school course requires four years and
leads to a bachelor’s degree, these two columns will be omitted
sometime in the future.
A teacher with a bachelor* s degree will begin to teach
at step 1 and her pay will be $1,600. Then, she will advance
$100 annually until she reaches the maximum of $28.00. If, how
ever, she earns thirty college credits at any time she will be
moved into the five year column with an increase of $200 for
that year, $100 for the annual increase and $100 for the pro-
fessional improvement. Her maximum would then be extended to
$3200.
Teachers who are, at present, beyond the maximum set for
their preparation, will continue to receive the same pay as at
present. No salaries will be reduced. To be placed on the four
year level teachers are required to have a bachelor’s degree or
its equivalent. The five year column calls for a master’s de-
gree or its equivalent, and no teacher will be placed on this
level without having previously earned a bachelor’s degree.
(e
TABLE VII
a basic salary schedule for .uincy
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Steps
Preparation Level
2 years
or less
3 years 4 years
or Bac-
calaureate
degree
5 years 6 yeari
1 1500 1600 1700
, -1W-
2 1600 1700 1800 1900
»
3 1700 1800 1900 2000
4 1800 1900 2000 2100
5 1900 2000 2100 2200
6 1900 2000 2100 2200 2300
7 2000 2100 2200 2300 2400
8 2100 2200 2300 2400 2500
9 2200 2300 2400 2500 2600
10 2300 2400 2500 2600 2700
11 2600 2700 2800
12 2700 2800 2900
13 2800 2900 3000
14 3000 3100
15 3100 3200
16 3200 3300
17 3400
•
t
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II. PROVISIONS FOR THE USE OF THE BASIC
SALARY SCHEDULE
1. The transfer from the present salary schedule to the
basic salary schedule should be on September 1, 1945.
2. The basic salary schedule is designed for the regular
classroom teachers. For administrative and supervisory per-
sonnel, and for certain special services, differentials in re-
lation to the basic schedule are essential, but otherwise pro-
vided for.
3. The progress of the teacher on the salary schedule
is indicated by the vertical column headed " steps”.
4. The levels of preparation have been established in
terms of years of study beyond high school, rather than in terms
of academic degrees. It is suggested, however, that no teacher
be placed on the five year preparation level unless that teacher
possesses a bachelor’s degree, and that no teacher be placed on
the six year level without a master’s degree.
5. Teachers should be transferred from the present
schedule to the Basic Salary Schedule at a point determined by
their present salary and their preparation level.
6. Beginning teachers in Quincy would ordinarily be
placed on step one, unless their past experience record and the
urgency of the procurement of such individual services for the
good of the Quincy schools rendered a more advanced placement
desirable. The situation regarding teaching supply in some
teaching fields may make the above provision necessary. The
School Committee, on the recommendation of the Superintendent,
should be free in the placement of new teachers upon the
schedule.
7. Teacher preparation credentials should be approved
and evaluated by the School Department. For this purpose it is
desirable that there be constituted from among the personnel of
the school system, including teacher representation, a board of
accreditation.
8. A teacher whose qualifications have been determined
to qualify him for moving from one level of preparation to the
next higher shall be placed at a salary step in the attained
preparation scale flOO higher than his former salary. Such
i
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transfers shall be made not oftener than twice a year, for ex-
ample, September 1 and February 1, In addition to this "prepa-
ration attainment increment" the regular increment shall also be
given as of September 1.
9. Teachers not at maximum salaries for their particular
salary levels will automatically receive the annual increment;
unless the School Committee, upon the recommendation of the
Superintendent, considers it necessary to withhold an Increment
from a particular teacher. It is expected that 3uch a procedure
will rarely be necessary for teachers whose qualifications have
been judged satisfactory for regular appointment in the schools
of Quincy*
"r MnivpJTitV
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SALARY PROVISIONS AND DIFFERENTIALS FOR ADMINISTRATIVE,,
SUPERVISORY, AND SPECIAL SERVICE PERSONNEL
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Poai tion Number Present Salary Status Recommendations
Tl) Persons whose duties are administrative and
supervisory in nature, either wholly or in part.
Principals
Elementary 8 7 at $3600, 1 at Maximum Salaries
;
*>3300 6 yr.prep: $4200
Master’s degree
$4000
Bachelor’ 3 degree
•43800
Junior High 3 $3900 (same ns elementa-
ry principals)
Senior High 2 $4500 Maximum “alaries:
6 yr.prep: $5000
Master’s deg.: 4800
Bach, degree $4600
Trade School 1 $3500 ( same as elementary
principals)
Assistant Principals
Elementary 18 17 at $2500, 1
$2200
at Basic Schedule, plus
a $200 differential
Senior High 2 $3300 Basic Schedule, plus
a $500 differential
Dept. Heads 5 at $3300, 1 at Basic Schedule, plus
sf2900, and 1 at
$2700; including
5 differentials
of $300 and 2 of
$400
a $300 differential
Coaches and
Faculty Mgrs. (varies) Differentials
$100 to $600
now paid
of Basic Schedule, plus
a differential of
$100 to $600.
Directors
Guidance and Maximum of $3700 for
Research 1 $3300 6 yrs. preparation.
Health Education 1 $4800 No change.
Supervisors
Art 1 $3300 Maximum Sal&rie s
:
6 yr. prep: $3700
5 yr. prep: <*3500
°f’.
v
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Position Number Present
Music 1 $5000
Attendance 1 $2500
Ass’t. Superin-
tendent 1 $4900
Superintendent 1 $7400
Salary Status Recorrf,ends tions
( same as art super-
visor)
$2500 regular salary,
plus appropriate
traveling expenses.
Maximum Salaries:
6 yr. prep: $5500
5 yr. prep: $5200
At the discretion of
the School Committee
(2) Persons who are primarily teacher s
Adjustment Service 2
Ass * t • Su pervisors
of Art and Music 2
Special Class
Teachers 7
Nurses 4
Teacher of Physi-
cally Handicapped 1
Children
$2800 Basic Schedule
1 at $2300, 1 at
$2800
1 at $2250, 3 at
Basic Schedule
$2300, 1 at $2400,
2 at $2500
Basic Schedule
3 at $2000, 1 at Basic Schedule
$1900
$2000 Basic Schedule
(3) Persons rendering service s of a specialized nature , or
whose employment status requires* special consideration .
School Physicians 2 $2000 No change
Attendants
Lip Reading
2 $1 per day No change
Teacher
Substitute
1 $10 per week No change
Teachers (varies) $5 to $7 per day if
employed on a per
No change
diem basis; with
somewhat higher
rate’s for those em-
ployed for longer
periods. There are,
at date, 24 of the
latter class with an
average salary of
$2100
I
Position
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Number Present Salary Status Fee oramendations
Evening School
"Director 1
Teachers 6
Teachers of
Adult Aliens 4
$6 per evening
$4 per evening
$4 per evening
Ho change
Ho change
Ho change
(4) Persons rendering clerical and secretarial services »
In Administrative
“Office 5
In Principal*
s
"“OfTice
- ^
7
2 at $2120, 2 at Classlfi° Salary
$>1964, 1 at $1300 cation"" 'Lir> ii,s
Jr. Clerk to -.ISOO
Ass * t. Clerk 12Q0-1500
Sen. Clerk 1400-2000
Prin. 1900-2500
Of the present 5, 2
would be principal
clerks, 2 senior
clerks and 1 ass’t
clerk.
2 at $1704 per year
1 at t.34.82 per week
2 at $31.14 per week
1 at $27.00 per week
1 at $25.00 per week
Senior Clerk
Senior Clerk
Senior Clerk
Ass't. Clerk
Junior Clerk
c
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The differentials . These are i rouped into four divis-
ion3. In the first are the administrative and supervisory per-
sonnel. In the second division are persons who are primarily
teachers, but they perform special services. This includes
nurses, and all are placed on the basic schedule. The third
group includes persons rendering specialized services jrhose
salaries for various reasons need special consideration. Those
In the fourth division are clerks employed in the Superinten-
dent's office, or in senior and junior high schools. They are
classified as junior, assistant, senior, and principal clerks.
Teachers in the Trade School require special attention.
They are well above the regular teachers on the present salary
schedule, and the question of preparation has an aspect dif-
ferent from other teachers. Thi3 State requires that teachers
in a .state-aided industrial school have at least four years of
approved journeyman experience. Then, too, a knowledge of ed-
ucation *nd training in teaching are required. It »as recom-
mended that:
Trade School teachers employed before September 1, 1945,
be placed on the five year preparation level, but advancement
beyond the step represented by *3000 shall be dependent upon the
attainment by trade school teachers of the preparation require-
ments for regular teachers In this preparation column. There
should be an accompanying provision that trade experience 3holl
be recognized, together vith education, to qualify such trade
I
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instructors for full rating at the four year preparation level.
Ho fever, a Master’s degree should not be required of Trade
School teachers for attainment of the maximum salary in the five
year preparation column.
Trade School teachers employed after September 1, 1945,
shall be placed in a preparation column of the proposed basic
schedule in accordance with the suggested provision that trade
experience, together with education, shall be recognized to
qualify trade instructors for full rating at the four year
preparation level.
III. ADJUSTMENT OF INCREMENTS FOR PROFESSIONAL
IMPROVEMENT EARNED BUT NOT PAID.
Certain teachers now teaching in Quincy qualified for,
but have not received, one or more of the professional improve-
ment increments which were temporarily suspended in 1933. To is
group feels that it has a claim to particular consideration at
this time when the salary policy is being reconsidered. The
justification for this feeling is that many teachers, no better
qualified than members of this group, have been receiving pro-
fessional improvement increments since 1933, and are still re-
ceiving them. A salary difference of Q100, ^200 or even q500
between teachers of equal qualifications and teaching duties has
thus been in effect for eleven years. This report recommends
the following action as representing the best practical
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rectification of the inequity:
a. Teachers having earned three salary increments for
professional preparation, but having received none, sv all have
three annual increments of £200*
b* Teachers having earned two salary increments for pro-
fessional preparation, but having received none, shall have two
annual increments of $200.
c. Teachers having earned one salary increment for pro-
fession. 1 preparation, tut having received none, shall have one
increment of *200.
d. Other teachers having earned one or more salary in-
crements for preparation in excess of salary increments allov?ed
shall receive double increments in proportion; for example, if
a teacher has earned three increments and received one, she
shall receive two increments of $200.
e. Ko teacher shall receive a salary in excess of the
maximum for his preparation level*
Records of the School Department show 63 different
teachers who qualified for one or more of these special
increments*

CHAPTER V
ESTIMATES 01* THE COST *
I. COST CONSIDERATIONS
Increased cost. The real object in drafting a salary
schedule is to build an instrument that will servo the best in-
terests of the schools, one that promises an improved education
for the youth of the corar/unity. However, the question of cost
is sure to come up. The city has a right to know whether or not
the additional cost will be within reason, and within the
ability of the city to pay. Careful attention must be given to
estimating the costs. In Culncy, to get a better schedule, more
money must be spent because the present schedule contains in-
equities that require adjustment, and the plan stimulating ad-
vanced preparation of the teaching foroe incurs added expense.
The aim is to buy better preparation through higher salaries.
Nevertheless, the recommendations made in the new schedule are
not beyond the ability of the city to pay. If it cares to.
Assumptions . No one can estimate the cost exactly, as
the problem contains many variables. Therefore, assumptions
must be made with the prediction that if they are correct the
estimate will be reasonably accurate. These assumptions are:
(1) Past administrative policies regarding class size and sub-
ject offerings, as these relate to the cost of teachers’
#(•
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salaries, rill not change in the next few years. (2) School
enrolment and attendance will be fairly constant over the next
few yeer3, remaining at approximately the present level.
(3) One quarter of the teachers will advance their professional
status by one quarter of an acr-iomic year each y^ar. (4) The
rate of teacher turnover for the next few years will ho "bout
the same as it has been for the past few years, except that the
number of teachers coming into the schools in Cuincy will be
about the some as the number of teachers leaving. Teacher turn-
over effects b savings in salary costs, since the leaving teach-
ers are, in general, on the schedule at salsry levels above
tho3 s at which new teachers enter. This operates to reduce
somewhat the estimated cost of the proposed salary schedule.
Reasons for Increase in cos
t
.
A comparison is made of
the probable excess coat of the proposed schedule for each of
the next five years about the cost of the present schedule for
the same period of time. Two comparisons are made: (1) with
the present schedule plus improvement increments suspended in
1933, and (2) with the prosent schedule without these increases.
These estimates include all but the custodians, evening school
teachers, and r few coaches. The basic schedule, the differen-
tials for special services administrators and supervisors are
included, but the sex, family load, and cost of living differen-
tials f- i rot -dded.
*
'
-
.
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Various changes may occur to upset the estimates, such as
an unexpected increase or decrease in enrolment, or a variation
in the teacher load* Jforeover, the assumptions may be consid-
ered as being reasonably accurate*
II. TREND IN ESTIMATED COST OF
PROPOSED SCHEDULE
Increase
Salaries excluding Increase over each year
Year custodians 1944 Cost over previous
year
1 2 3 4
1944 $ 1,008,000 • • m $
1945 1,031,300 23,000 23,000
1946 1,063,400 55,000 32,000
1947 1,090,800 83,000 28,000
1948 1,112,800 105,000 22,000
1949 1,129,900 122,000 17 ,0G0
In column three, the increases are shown to be $23,000
in 1945 over 1944, s55,00Q in 1946 over 1944 and so on up to
^122,000 for 1949 over 1944* In column four, the 1945 expendi-
tures are of course $23,000 greater than the 1944 costs. Then,
the next increase shows how the 1946 estimate exceeds that of
1945* As the years go on the relative gains over the preceding
years grow less, until in 1949 the added expense is $17,000 more
than in 1948
-.
» • •
*
.
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III. ESTIMATED COST INCREASES AND THE TAX HATE
Year Increase over
1944 Cost
1944 » • w
1945 $23,000
1946 55,000
1947 83,000
1948 105,000
1949 122,000
Tax Rate Tax Rate
per
#1,000
... ^30.00
plus
* .18 30.18
n
.43 30.43
n
.63 30.63
n
.80 30.80
»»
.93 30.93
These estimates are based on the 1943 assessed valuation
of =£130,925,875. The tax rate was cf.30.00 In 1943 and 1944. In
t
this table we have the year as in 1945, then the increase in cost
of the new schedule $23,000, the effect this increase would have
in the tax rate, an increase of eighteen cents, and, in the last
column, what the actual rate would be: #30*18.
There are adjustments to be made, apart from the opera-
tion of the new proposed schedule, for teachers who die not get
increments earned for professional improvement.
Year Cost Increase Beyond
Basic Schedule
1945 $1,980
1946 4,100
1947 2,960
1948 1,760
1949 1,200
,.
.
.
.
/
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS
The salary survey committee, with the' advice and assis-
tance of the consultant, has drafted a schedule that is modem,
progressive, and in keeping with the best procedures found in
research. The ability of the city to pay the increased costs,
as they have been estimated, has been shown. Quincy stands well
up on the list of cities in Massachusetts in fiscal capacity,
and the new schedule as proposed is well within the ability of
the city to pay. The teachers have approved the schedule, and
there is general approval throughout the city.
The survey has been conducted in a democratic manner with
representatives of the civilian population, the teachers, and
the School Committee cooperating to draft the new schedule.
Every consideration has been given to give Quincy the best
schedule that can be formulated under the present conditions*
The superintendent of schools assisted in presenting the data
in the form of graphs to the School Committee and In handling
the publicity tactfully and skillfully.
With newspaper accounts of superintendents coming to
New England to take teachers out of this territory, with the
firemen and policemen in Quincy asking for a $200 raise, and
the danger that discontentment among teachers may drive them
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into joining a union, it seems reasonable to feel assured of the
adoption of the recommendations of the steering committee very
shortly.
I
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